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Senatorial Candidate, Dr. Orly Taitz, 

Anticipates a Win at Tomorrow’s Polls 

 
 

 
 

In a Study Conducted by Pulse Research, Dr. Taitz is Shown to 
be Rising in the Polls Thanks to Her Message that Resonates 

with the People of California 

  
  
As California heads into the primary elections on Tuesday, June 5th, all eyes are turned on Dr. OrlyTaitz, 
the woman with a mission to defend our freedoms.  For the last three consecutive months, Dr. Taitz’s 
poll numbers have steadily risen, putting her on the forefront of both the state and national 
consciousness. 
  
In a study conducted by Pulse Opinion Research on June 3, 2012, the results showed that Taitz and 
incumbent Feinstein are the leading two candidates, advancing to the general election in November.  
According to Dick Morris, voters who are undecided on the day of election typically vote against the 
incumbent, which would translate to the top spot for Dr. Taitz. 
  
Dr. Taitz has run her campaign on a modest budget and although outspent, her numbers continue to 
rise, supported not by having the most money to spend, but by the support of the people. Taitz credits 
her surge in votes to the fact that her “message resonates with the people of California.” 
  



Her message is one that Californians are eager to support.  With unemployment at an all-time high—as 
high as 40% in certain areas—Taitz is taking steps towards solutions for the residents of California. She is 
doing this through: 
  

1. PROPOSING TAX INCENTIVES for companies who are moving business back to the US and 
hiring American citizens. 
  
2. PROPOSING BUILDING DESALINATION PLANTS, which take ocean water and make it drinkable, 
thereby solving water shortage issues, helping jobs, and helping agriculture. 

  
Taitz’s platform is founded on her strong belief in Californians and the principles that America was 
founded on.  Her full platform can be found online.  Taitz anticipates that voters will show their support 
for her and her platform tomorrow, June 5th, at the polls. 
  
  
For more information, please visit OrlyTaitz for U.S. Senate 2012 http://orlytaitzforussenate2012.com/. 
 
 
 
Dr. Orly Taitz 
 

 
  
For more information on Dr. OrlyTaitz, Esq., please visit www.runorlyrun.com 
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For media inquiries, please contact: 
  
Mary Victoria Falzarano 
561.578.0697 
mvfalzarano@mvpprandmarketing.com 
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